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Institute of Communication Agencies announces
2015 Fellow of the ICA inductees
-- Recognizing their outstanding contribution to the advancement
of advertising as a profession in Canada –
Toronto, ON. The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA) and its 2015 Board of Directors
are pleased to award the Fellow of the ICA (FICA) distinction to seven leaders in the Canadian
advertising and marketing communications industry, in recognition of their outstanding
contribution to the advancement of advertising as a profession. In this, the ICA’s 110th year of
driving industry change, the following inductees were honored and awarded a commemorative
pin for their efforts: Brett Marchand, Board Chair 2006-2009; Jim Kabrajee, Board Chair
2009-10; Claude Carrier, Board Chair 2010-11; Laurie Young, Board Chair 2011-12; Andrew
Bruce, Board Chair 2012-13; Arthur Fleischmann, Board Chair 2013-14 and Doug
Turney, Board Chair, 2014-15. The awards took place at the organization’s annual general
meeting, held yesterday in Toronto.

(Pictured L-R: Claude Carrier, Brett Marchand, Arthur Fleischmann, Laurie Young, Jim
Kabrajee and Andrew Bruce. Absent: Doug Turney
Photo credit: D’Arcy Glionna, D’Arcy Photography)
“The ICA is proud to recognize these exceptional individuals and their significant contributions
to the association, and more importantly, to our industry,” said Gillian Graham, CEO,
ICA. “The FICA designation recognizes extraordinary contributions and we’re honoured to have

had them devote their time and endless efforts to our ICA work, to champion commercial
creativity and amplify the industry’s economic impact.”
"It's an honour to be recognized by the ICA, especially given the many contributions to the
industry that my now fellow, Fellows have made over many years past,” added Brett Marchand,
president & CEO, Cossette Communication Inc. and Vision7 International.
A Fellow of the ICA is the highest designation available through the ICA by-laws in recognition
of industry leaders and their contributions to the ICA, and to the country’s $29 billion
communications business. Notable past inductees from across the country have included Frank
Palmer, Tony Miller, Claude Lessard and Liz Torlee, among others.
The notable accomplishments achieved by the seven FICA honorees are significant, and include
the establishment of groundbreaking initiatives and events that have helped to transform the
Canadian communications industry.
From the launch of Canada’s inaugural Advertising Week, to the rejuvenation of the ICA with
the development of a new brand identity, a change in governance structure, the introduction of a
Board of Governors, to a new form of bargaining with the talent union, Brett
Marchand’s three-year tenure (2006-9) was remarkable in its accomplishments. Jim
Kabrajee (2009-10) was instrumental in crafting the ICA’s Code of Ethics, Practices and
Obligations, updating by-laws, driving a significant strategic alliance with CAPMA and in the
development of the ICA’s Member Advantage Program, offering valuable savings for agency
members – all while acting as Board Treasurer. Claude Carrier (2010-11) was instrumental in
leading the initiative to identify the ICA’s new strategic direction and mission, while crafting the
vision and successfully launching Advertising Week, making it the largest industry event in
Canada (now celebrating its 8th year on January 25 – 29, 2016). Laurie Young (2011-12)
furthered the recrafting of the association’s strategic direction including its mission and value
proposition, rebranded the CASSIES Awards program while acting as Chair, in addition to
chairing Future Flash, the key, annual thought-leadership event for agency leaders dedicated to
industry change. Andrew Bruce (2012-13) chaired Advertising Week for two consecutive
years, changing its identity to FFWD: Advertising and Marketing Week, to better reflect the
industry’s changing nature; under his leadership and direction the ICA’s CAAP educational
program unveiled a new brand identity and website. Arthur Fleischmann (2013-14) led the
ICA’s Digital Committee, which later evolved into the Agency of the Future Committee,
spearheading the popular and well-attended Agency Next Speaker Series offering invaluable
sessions with -- and insights from -- CMOs and Procurement Officers among others. Mr.
Fleischmann also chaired Future Flash for three years, during which time the event achieved
record attendance, ratings and media accolades for its global presentations and insights. Most
recently, Doug Turney (2014-15) helped spearhead improvements in the federal government
agency selection criteria; he led the acquisition of the recently staged Lotus Awards program in
BC, while acting as ICA Treasurer for two years. On a closing note, Mr. Turney was
instrumental in developing the ICA’s identity for its much-celebrated 110th anniversary this
year, underscoring the association’s ongoing role and leadership of, and commitment to, driving
and embracing change within the industry in Canada.

About the ICA
The Institute of Communication Agencies is the professional business association which
represents Canada’s communication and advertising agencies. The ICA’s mission is to
champion commercial creativity, amplify the industry’s economic impact, and to embrace and
drive change. As such, the ICA promotes thought leadership, higher standards and best
practices. It serves as the largest source of information, advice, education and training for
Canada’s communication and advertising industry. ICA’s member agencies and subsidiaries
account for over 75 per cent of all national advertising in Canada, with an economic impact
worth more than $29 billion annually. More information about the ICA and its initiatives can be
found at www.icacanada.ca, on
Twitter @adweekcdn or @icacanada #FFWD2016 or Facebook.
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